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I. Listen to the tour guide and answer the
questions
1. The tourists are probably travelling … .
A) on foot
B) by coach
C) by train
2. The tour will take … .
A) an hour
B) half an hour
C) about an hour
3. High mountains are … .
A) in the east and west
B) in the north and west
C) in the north and east
4. Local economy depends on … .
A) tourism
B) industry
C) agriculture
5. The region produces … .
A) cotton and peanuts
B) cotton and vegetables
C) cotton, nuts, fruits and vegetables
6. The place attracts many tourists thanks to … .
A) its agriculture
B) scenery, climate and historical sights
C) high mountains
7. The tour takes place … .
A) in autumn
B) in winter
C) in summer
8. Only … days are rainy and cloudy.
A) 15
B) 50
C) 55
9. Which statement is true? … .
A) It is never rainy in summer
B) You can ski and swim in winter
C) It only rains for 50 days in winter
10. The visitors ski … .
A) in the mountains
B) near the beaches
C) in the center of the city

contributing to the greenhouse effect, which … (13) in
global warming. Acid rain is destroying forests. As more
and more rainforest is destroyed, the threat to wildlife
… (14), with several endangered species already on the
edge of extinction. In brief, we are heading towards an
ecological disaster.
However, we … (15) all do something to protect the
environment. For a start, we should try to conserve energy resources such as oil and coal by turning … (16)
our central heating and air-conditioning, or making …
(17) use of our cars. Secondly, since many everyday
items such as glass and paper can be recycled, we
should try to re-use them rather than throwing them
away. Thirdly, we can join pressure groups such as
Greenpeace or Friends of the Earth, which can be very
effective … (18) governments to adopt greener policies, such as subsiding public transport and protecting
wildlife. The basic message we should all bear in … (19)
is this: “Think globally, … (20) locally!”
11. A) is having
B) has
C) have
12. A) effect
B) affect
C) influence
13. A) resulted
B) will result
C) results
14. A) increases
B) rises
C) raises
15. A) must to
B) need
C) can
16. A) on
B) down
C) around
17. A) more
B) less
C) much more
18. A) to persuade B) in persuading С) of persuading
19. A) head
B) memory
C) mind
20. A) act
B) do
C) make

26. What can we do to help the environment? … .
А) Consume less energy
B) Use other sources of energy
C) Use more energy
27. Which of the following items can we recycle? … .
A) Petrol
B) Plastic
C) Glass
28. What do pressure groups do? … .
A) They form governments
B) They recycle everyday items
C) They make governments help nature
29. What do you think the expression “Think globally,
act locally!” mean? … .
A) We should begin with our homes
B) We should all stay at home
C) We can’t save nature
30. What is the basic message of this text? … .
A) It is too late to save nature
B) Nature is not in trouble
C) We can still help nature

II. Read the text attentively and choose the
right form from the variants below
Nowadays, it is difficult to avoid environmental issues. Every time we turn on the television or open a
newspaper, there are new horror stories about how
pollution … (11) an adverse … (12) on our planet. Poisonous gases from factories destroy the ozone layer,

III. Complete the sentences using the information from the text
21. According to the text, pollution … .
A) is damaging the planet
B) is not a major problem
C) is caused by the ozone layer
22. Poisonous fumes from factories … .
A) reduce global warming
B) affect the ozone layer
C) are a problem in all countries
23. The greenhouse effect results in … .
A) killing more animals
B) planting more trees
C) global warming
24. What does acid rain do? … .
A) It kills animals
B) It destroys forests
C) It kills people
25. A lot of animals are threatened because … .
A) hunters kill them
B) they are killed for food
C) their habitat is being destroyed

IV. Choose the correct word in each of the
following sentences
31. It’s a lot of … looking after children.
А) job
В) work
С) problem
32. I prefer to … a television than to buy it.
А) hire
В) rent
С) find
33. I thought you said you … give up smoking.
А) should
В) must
С) were going to
34. Many people nowadays are changing from large
cars to small ones because they are far more … .
А) economic
В) economical
С) economy
35. I do wish you’d grow up, John! You’re so … at
times.
А) childhood
В) childlike
С) childish
36. It’s much too hot. Let’s go and sit in the … .
А) shadow
В) shade
С) shelter
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37. I always feel very nervous when I have
to … a speech.
А) make
В) do
С) perform
38. The new musical was a great success. The …
loved it.
А) crowd
В) audience
С) onlookers
39. Heavy snow … the train for several hours.
А) postponed
В) prevented
С) delayed
40. I hate doing the … , especially cleaning the
windows.
А) homework
В) housework
С) lessons
V. Complete the conversation with the words
below
Harry: How … (41) coming to the cinema with me
this evening?
Sally: Yes, I’d like to go out. Our new boss is making us
work hard and I’m beginning to feel … (42) out.
Harry: … (43) your new boss like?
Sally: Not bad, but he’s got a few … (44) habits.
Harry: Oh? What kind of habits?
Sally: Well, if you talk … (45) phone for more than
five minutes, he starts looking at his watch. Then he
stands behind me while I am working on my computer. It makes me nervous. I didn’t ask you, which film
are we going to see?
Harry: There’s a film on at the Planet. It looks … (46).
Sally: Wait a minute! The Planet always shows films in
the original language – what language is the film in?
Harry: French. You studied it at school, didn’t you?
Sally: Yes, but I was always … (47) languages! No, I
don’t want to see a film in French.
Harry: But you’ll enjoy it, I’m sure. It’s a … (48).
Sally: No, don’t insist. I don’t want to see a film I
won’t understand.
Harry: Well, if you change your … (49), give me a ring
and I’ll come and … (50) you up.
41. A) do you like B) about
C) do you
42. A) stressed
B) keen
C) boring
43. A) What does B) What’s
C) How is
44. A) bored
B) disgusted C) irritating
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45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

A) on the
A) interested
A) worse than
A) comedy
A) idea
A) hang

B) at
B) interest
B) bad at
B) thrilling
B) head
B) pick

C) to the
C) interesting
C) terrible
C) fiction science
C) mind
C) look

VI. Choose the correct answer
51. I don’t think my driving is … to pass the test.
А) enough good
B) good enough
C) well enough
52. … a lot of money, he wasn’t happy.
A) Despite having
B) Even though having
C) Although that he had
53. If I knew her better, I … to come to the cinema
with me.
A) will ask her
B) would ask her
C) should ask to her
54. I don’t like pineapple on a pizza. … .
A) I also don’t like
B) Neither me too
C) Neither do I
55. When he was young, my brother … trees.
A) was used to climb
B) used to climb
C) used to climbing
56. Excuse me, can you tell me where … ?
A) I can find station
B) the station is
C) is the station
57. Would you mind … me a favour?
A) making
B) to do
C) doing
58. Your hair is too long! When … ?
A) will you cut them
B) are you going to get it cut
C) will you get them cut
59. I wish … to university when I had the chance!
A) I went
B) I had gone
C) to go
60. Visitors … to wear shorts and sandals here.
A) aren’t allowed
B) mustn’t
C) wouldn’t
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9-11 классы
«British Bulldog» – игровой конкурс по английскому языку. В России этот конкурс проводится под
эгидой Института продуктивного обучения РАО и
British Institutes.
Конкурсное задание состоит из 60 вопросов. На
каждый из них вы должны выбрать один из трех
предложенных вариантов ответа. За правильный
ответ начисляется 3 балла, за неправильный – 0
баллов. Вопрос, оставленный без ответа, оценивается как неправильный.
Первая часть конкурса – аудирование. Вы должны
ответить на первые десять вопросов после того, как
дважды прослушаете запись на английском языке.
Будьте внимательны и аккуратны при заполнении
бланков ответов. Помните, что бланки обрабатываются компьютером, поэтому любые исправления или
помарки могут повлечь искажение информации. Образцы заполнения показаны на бланках ответов.
Правильные ответы будут опубликованы в январе
на сайте www.zolotoeruno.spb.ru.

Желаем удачи!

